Research Breakout Session: Positive Emotions

Curators: Barbara Fredrickson and Tanya Vacharkulksemsuk

In this session, four researchers will present their latest work on positive emotions, organizations, and related topics. In addition to sharing their respective theoretical frameworks and results, each will also share ‘behind the scenes’ insights about their research process. There will also be ample opportunity for group-wide conversations about presenters’ findings, and more broadly, all attendees’ latest findings and interests.

Papers Presented (alphabetical order)

“A Contingency Model of Conflict Spillover in Teams: The Role of Simultaneously Occurring Positive and Negative Emotions”
Authors: Nikhil Awasty & Ruchi Sinha

“Differentiating Among Positive Emotions through a Multi-method Study of Masculinity and Emotional Culture”
Authors: Olivia O’Neill & Nancy Rothbard

“Positive Coaching Interactions Foster Goal-Related Behavior”
Author: Angela Passarelli

“The Role of Gratitude in Interpersonal Dynamics: Implications for Organizations”
Author: Sara Algoe